Strong electron pressure anisotropy has been observed upstream of electron diffusion regions during reconnection in Earth's magnetotail and kinetic simulations. For collisionless antiparallel reconnection, we find that the anisotropy drives the electron current in the electron diffusion region, and that this current is insensitive to the reconnection electric field. Reconstruction of the electron distribution function within this region at enhanced resolutions reveals its highly structured nature and the mechanism by which the pressure anisotropy sets the structure of the region. DOI Magnetic reconnection involves a change in topology of the field lines in a plasma, and is thought to play a vital role in a number of plasma processes, including solar flares, sawtooth crashes in tokamaks [1] , magnetic substorms in Earth's magnetosphere, and coronal mass ejections. One area of particular interest is the electron diffusion region, where the electron motion decouples from the magnetic field lines, which is necessary for reconnection to occur.
The structure of the electron diffusion region has been studied intensely [2] . In particular, for antiparallel reconnection, kinetic simulations show that the diffusion region is characterized by a narrow extended layer containing electron jets. Here we show how the jets in the layer are driven by electron pressure anisotropy, p k ) p ? , immediately upstream of the layer rendering the total current in the layer insensitive to the reconnection electric field E rec . This mechanism (not included in standard fluid models) is likely to be effective in the Earth's magnetotail, where strong electron pressure anisotropy has been observed by spacecraft upstream of electron diffusion regions [3] [4] [5] .
We start out by giving a numerical proof that the current in the layer is insensitive to E rec . Next we solve Liouville's theorem (df=dt ¼ 0) in the field geometry of a kinetic simulation using an analytic form of the anisotropic f as the upstream boundary condition. We thereby reconstruct the full electron distribution inside the layer at a resolution that reveals its highly structured form for the first time. The analysis uncovers the mechanism by which the electron jets are generated by the upstream anisotropy, driving the current in the layer. Our results are thus relevant to NASA's upcoming magnetospheric multiscale (MMS) mission, designed to study the electron scale structure of reconnection regions in the Earth's magnetotail.
For the numerical test, which shows that the net current in the layer is insensitive to the force exerted by E rec , we use the fully kinetic particle-in-cell (PIC) simulation described in Ref. [6] . It is translationally symmetric in the y direction and has a total domain of 2560 Â 2560 cells ¼ 400d e Â 400d e , where d e ¼ c=! pe is the electron inertial skin depth. The initial state is a Harris sheet characterized by the following parameters: m i =m e ¼ 400, T i =T e ¼ 5, ! pe =! ce ¼ 2, background density ¼ 0:3n 0 and v the =c ¼ 0:2. The code tracks roughly 2 Â 10 9 particles and uses open boundary conditions for the particles and fields. Magnetic reconnection develops from a small initial perturbation. We define our coordinate system with the x axis along the outflow direction, z axis along the inflow, and y axis into the page. Hence, E rec here equals E y evaluated at the x line.
The kinetic simulation is first run in its usual mode up to the time t ci ¼ 70 where the reconnection layer is fully developed. After this time, we modify the simulation scheme as follows: an external force in the y direction is added on the electrons in a small box around the x line of dimension 40d e Â 3d e , as shown in Fig. 1(a) . The magnitude of this force is equal to the local value of eE y . In the first simulation, the sign of the external force is such that it cancels the E y component of the Lorentz force, while in the second the sign is reversed such that it doubles the force on the electrons from E y . All other aspects of the simulation scheme remain the same and Maxwell's equations are at all times solved self consistently.
With the force of E y deactivated, a widening of the electron layer by $0:5d e is observed and the mean current density at the x line drops by 26%. Meanwhile, doubling the force of E y narrows the current layer by $0:5d e and leads to an increase in the mean current density by 11%. We find that while the current profile J y varies with the electric field, illustrated in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c), changes in thickness of the layer ensure that the total out-of-plane current through it remains constant. This is documented further in Figs. 1(d) and 1(e), where we show the integral of the current density, which (neglecting ion currents) is equivalent to B x , with the integration constant chosen so PRL 106, 065002 (2011) P H Y S I C A L R E V I E W L E T T E R S week ending 11 FEBRUARY 2011 0031-9007=11=106(6)=065002 (4) 065002-1 Ó 2011 American Physical Society that it is equal to zero at z ¼ 200d e . On exiting the layer (AE 4d e ), the integrated current is the same in the simulations with and without the modifications to E y . This is consistent with the results described in Ref. [7] , which showed that momentum balance of the electron layer requires that just upstream of the layer the plasma is marginally stable with respect to an electron firehose instability, B 2 ¼ p k À p ? . This sets the amplitude of the integrated current independent of E rec . We now proceed to study the internal kinetic properties of the layer and how it is driven by the pressure anisotropy upstream of the layer. In this simulation, with background density ¼ 0:23n 0 and v the =c ¼ 0:17, the x line is at x ¼ 206:25d e for the time slice considered. In Fig. 2 we show È k , B, log 10 ðp k =p ? Þ, and J y . Here the acceleration potential eÈ k ðxÞ ¼ e R 1 x E Á dl (with the integration carried out along the magnetic field lines) is a pseudo potential characterizing the minimal energy required for an electron to escape the region in a straight shot along a field line. It develops to regulate the electron density and maintain quasi neutrality while being the source of the pressure anisotropy [8, 9] . Close to the layer, eÈ k =T e reaches a maximum value of $7 while the ratio p k =p ? reaches $9.
To study the structure of the electron distribution function in the inner layer we make use of a recently derived analytical approximation for the electron distribution upstream of the layer [9] fðx; vÞ ¼
where f 1 , the distribution in the ambient plasma, is assumed isotropic, and the trapped passing boundary is described by E À eÈ k À B 1 ¼ 0. The use of this form of the inflow distribution is further justified in Ref. [7] . We also note the good agreement between the equations of state of Ref. [8] [derived from Eq. (1)] and the data taken from the PIC simulation up to the point where the magnetic moment breaks down as an adiabatic invariant [ Fig. 2(e) ]. The form of Eq. (1) evaluated at a point in the inflow region is illustrated in Fig. 2(f) , and shows good agreement with the simulation particle data. We can reconstruct the internal distribution fðx; vÞ at a higher resolution than is available from the particle data from the run by using the fields of the simulation to calculate orbits from a given starting location. By applying initial velocities on an arbitrarily fine grid and following the orbits backwards in time until they reach the region in which Eq. (1) is valid, f can be determined through the use of Liouville's theorem (df=dt ¼ 0 along particle trajectories). The reconstructed value, fðx; vÞ, for each point on the grid is obtained directly from Eq. (1) using the values of E, , and È k determined at the selected point in the inflow region. Examples of such orbits are depicted in Fig. 3(b) in which the Â's mark the points at which we evaluate the source distribution function at 5d e upstream of the layer where agreement between Eq. (1) and PIC simulation is good. The large inward pointing E z shown regulates the entry of electrons into the layer, controlling the density within it (thereby maintaining quasi neutrality).
The resulting distribution from a cut across the layer close to the x line is shown in Fig. 3(a) where the colored plots show the averaged values over v x , v y , and v z respectively. Within the layer, the distribution is highly structured, and we observe a phase space hole in v z [10] , splitting the distribution into two somewhat triangular portions which extend to large values of v y . Also observed are a number of striations, most noticeable in the v x -v y plane. Moving outside the layer, the separation in v z and extension in v y decrease, eventually becoming the elongated distribution characteristic of the inflow region.
A more detailed three-dimensional view of the reconstructed distribution function at locations around the x line is shown in Figs. 4(a)-4(e). As mentioned earlier, the two main portions of the distribution (v z < 0 and v z > 0) are further divided into numerous striations. Tracing of orbits reveals that each striation is characterized by the number of times the electrons are reflected in the z direction within the layer before reaching the point of interest, with larger jv y j corresponding to a larger number of reflections. Such trajectories with 0, 1, and 2 reflections are shown in Fig. 3(b) .
To explain the form of the individual striations it is important to note that just upstream of the layer fðv k ; v ? Þ is only large if 1 2 mv 2 ? T e B=B 1 and 1 2 mv 2 k eÈ k where T e B=B 1 ( eÈ k . We can thus obtain the center of the various striations by injecting electrons parallel to the outside magnetic field (v ? ¼ 0), with 1 2 mv 2 k eÈ k . As the tip of each striation consists of the highest energy electrons the length of the striations is approximately determined by the acceleration potential È k . The different parts of the distribution correspond to electrons originating from the four quadrants in the x-z plane. By considering their trajectories, it is clear that those with positive v x originated from the left of the x line, and those with negative v x from the right. The entry z position is determined by the number of reflections and the sign of v z . For example, the trajectory with two reflections in Fig. 3(b) contributes to the third striation in the bottom right of the distribution. The entry angle ffðv y ; v x Þ of the parallel streaming electrons is similar to ffðB y ; B x Þ at the entry position. This entry angle and the v x B z magnetic forces, which help turn parts of the entry v x into the y direction, control the angle between the striations of f in the v x -v y plane and varies discretely with the number of reflections. From here, it can be seen how the inflow anisotropy drives the current, as the large parallel steaming velocity of the electrons upstream of the layer gets turned into the y direction by the entry angle and by the magnetic forces. Finally, the narrow ''tip'' of the distribution with high number of reflections is due to the longer time this limited class of electrons are accelerated by E y .
For comparison, we present particle data taken directly from the PIC simulation in Figs. 4(f) and 4(g). This confirms the general form of the reconstructed distribution, and illustrates a key advantage of the orbit tracing method, in that the resolution we can achieve in both space and velocity space is much higher due to our ability to select as many velocity points as necessary (here we used 200 3 ). Vlasov codes for reconnection solve directly for f with little noise and may be a desirable tool for further exploration of the fine scale structures uncovered here.
The structure of the distribution also accounts for the momentum balance in the direction of the reconnection electric field. Close to the x line, B vanishes and the offdiagonal terms of the pressure tensor are dominant, balancing the electric field E y ' À 1 ne ðr Á PÞ y ¼ À 1 ne @P xy @x þ @P yz @z (2) where the frozen in condition E þ v Â B ¼ 0 is broken by electron meandering motion [11, 12] . These terms arise from the small changes in the distribution function between different positions. In Figs. 4(b) , 4(c), and 3(a), moving from below to above the x line, we observe that the v z < 0 portion of the distribution begins slightly displaced in the negative v y direction relative to the v z > 0 portion and ends slightly displaced in the positive v y direction, giving rise to a gradient in P yz . The gradient in the P xy term arises from the rotation of the distribution in the v x -v y plane as one moves along x, which is shown in Figs. 4(d) and 4(e). For the present simulations, we find that @P xy =@x is most important for balancing E y as its magnitude depends most strongly on the force associated with E y , whereas the magnitude of @P yz =@z is generic to the layer, insensitive to E y . To summarize, we have shown how the inflow electron pressure anisotropy is responsible for the structure of the electron diffusion region in antiparallel reconnection, and that the current integrated across the layer is insensitive to the reconnection electric field. The incoming electrons into the layer stream along field lines with little perpendicular velocity. Their entry location determines their initial velocity in the out-of-plane y direction and depending on the number of bounces in the layer, v y is further increased by the magnetic force turning part of the initial v x into the y direction. This yields highly structured and striated electron distributions uncovered here for the first time. The reconnection electric field, E y is responsible for more subtle structures in f, important for momentum balance at the x line.
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